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Introduction
A few months ago I needed to buy new athletic shoes for step class. Finding the right

shoe at a bricks and mortar store proved difficult. I knew which shoe I wanted because

my instructor had shown me her shoes. However, neither one of the two shoe stores in

my town carried them (nor did the sales people know what I was talking about), and

since I live a half hour drive from a major mall, I didn't want to make the drive and fight

traffic and parking only to find the mall stores didn't carry them either. 

So I went to Google. I typed in the brand name and shoe type - and up popped

AVIAdirect.com as the number one listing for my search phrase. I clicked on the listing

and went to the site. Yep, AVIAdirect.com had what I wanted, plus while I was there, I

ordered a pair of walking shoes. Ten minutes later my order was complete - with no

hassle, no fuss and in a fraction of the time it would have taken me to drive to the mall.

AVIAdirect.com got my money because they ensured I could easily find them in Google

when searching for AVIA aerobic shoes. If you're like the business owners and

marketers I work with, you may be wondering why your site doesn't show up in Google -

either at the top or at all.

That's why I wrote this book.

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the art and science of designing and writing a

Website so that it ranks well in the major search engines for specific keywords. 

Competition for the top listings in any search engine, but especially Google, is fierce.

And, most every company covets top placement: indeed, SEO professionals often hear

from prospective clients, "We want to be number one in Google!" - the same way PR

pros hear, "We want our company on the front page of the Wall Street Journal!"

But, getting top search engine rankings is just as difficult as getting your mug on the

Journal's front page. 
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How important is search in the U.S.?

According to a comScore study, the number of searches overall in the U.S. grew by

27.5% in 2005 - three times the growth over the number of new Internet users. Of the

total U.S. Internet population, 84% use search: indeed, according to the Pew Internet &

American Life Project, about 60 million U.S. adults a day are using search engines.

And what are people searching for? In a nutshell, everything. Thousands of people every

day search for information, products, and services that range from local businesses and

real estate listings to medical information and B2B products and services.

Because of the Internet, the relationship with your potential customers begins before

they set foot in your physical storefront or your salesperson visits their office - it begins

when prospects visit your Website.

Are you losing sales leads to your competitors?

It isn't enough to build a Website. If you want to increase traffic, leads, and/or sales, you

have to optimize your site so that it appears at the top of search engine results pages

(SERPs) for the words/phrases your prospects use for their searches. 

If prospects can't find your site in the search engines, you're effectively 

sending them to your competitors.

This is especially important for business-to-business (B2B), where research has shown

prospects search for information 2 - 12 months in advance of a purchase. According to

an October 2004 Enquiro & MarketingSherpa study: 

• 66.7% research 9-12 months in advance

• 57.1% research 7-9 months in advance

• 64% research 4-6 months in advance

• 60.3% research 2-3 months in advance

And of those doing research, 69.9% choose organic listings first. (Organic listings are

the "free" or non-paid search engine listings.) 

http://www.marketingsherpa.com/b2b-bd/ad.html
http://www.pewinternet.org/PPF/r/167/report_display.asp
http://www.pewinternet.org/PPF/r/167/report_display.asp
http://www.comscore.com
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Recent research by ThomasNet backs up these numbers. In a joint study with Google,

the B-to-B industry trade site noted 83% of industrial buyers use search engines when

researching products and services.

A well-optimized Website accomplishes three objectives:

• It improves your company's search engine rankings  

• It encourages searchers (prospects and buyers) to click on your listing 

• It compels these prospects to take action once they get to your site

SEO is more than adding keywords to Title tags and/or copy (although both are

important). A comprehensive SEO approach considers site visitors' actions from the

beginning of the search process to the ultimate goal: clicks that turn into sales.

You'll find the information for this comprehensive SEO approach in this book.

Who should read this book?

This book is for marketers and owners of one-person, small, or mid-sized businesses or

organizations who have little knowledge of search or Website marketing. While the

information is geared toward business-to-business, those with business-to-consumer or

non-profit sites will benefit as well. 

My clients have told me that much of the SEO information they find is "too technical."

I've taken this information and have presented it in an easy-to-understand format with

plenty of illustrations. My goal is to ensure you can either begin simple SEO steps with

your Website, or have the right information in-hand when researching Web designers

and SEO firms.

The tactics and tips are based on my working knowledge of SEO. I read dozens of

articles and books, attend SEO conferences, and have optimized sites for my clients

(including my own). I've also had numerous SEO and marketing experts read this book

to ensure you're getting up-to-date, highly accurate information that is easy to

understand and follow. More importantly, the information is "legal" from a search engine

perspective. You will not find any questionable or "black hat" tactics here ("black hat"

http://www.thomasnet.com/
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meaning tactics that get your site banned from the search engines).

Thank you for buying this book. Please let me know what you think about it once you've

read it. Because it's an e-book, I intend to keep it updated - your feedback will help me

make it better for future readers.

Dianna Huff

Principal

DH Communications, Inc.

November 2006
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Part I: Understanding the Basics of
Search
Organic versus Paid Search

SEO is often referred to as "organic" or "natural" search. Some people call it "free"

search because unlike the paid or sponsored ads and listings, you don't have to pay the

search engines to have your site show up in the search engine results pages (SERPs).

When a searcher clicks on your company's listing and visits your site, your company is

not charged for that "click." 

"Pay per click" refers to paid search. Companies bid on specific keywords; when you

click on one of the ads or sponsored listings, the company is charged for that click-

through based on the bid amount. Bid amounts can be as low as .20 cents (U.S) and as

high as $10.00 or more for competitive search phrases.

How do you tell the difference between organic and paid?

Figure 1 shows a Google SERP. You can see the organic or natural listings on the left

side of the page. The sponsored listings, or in Google's case, Google AdWords, are

listed at the top in the blue box and along the right under "Sponsored Listings." Ditto for

the Yahoo! SERP shown in Figure 2.

To have your site appear at the top of the

organic results (which eye tracking studies

prove the vast majority of searchers look at

first across all search engines), it helps to

have a site optimized for specific search

phrases - ideally, the search phrases your

prospects and customers use when

searching for products and services like

yours. (More on keyword selection later.)
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Don't confuse search engines
with directories, which
sometimes look very similar.
Both search engines and
directories return listing results
based on specific keyword
searches. Generally, however,
you pay to be listed in a
directory, and a "real" human
being manages the directory
and approves the listings before
they appear in it. 



Google is a search engine. Its directory is DMOZ (see Figure 3). Yahoo!, on the other

hand, is a search engine and a directory. (Figure 4 shows Yahoo!'s directory tab.) If

Yahoo!'s "spider" finds your site, you'll make it into their search engine database. To get

listed in their directory, however, you'll have to pony up $299 per year. 
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Sponsored
Listings

Organic
Listings

Figure 2. A Yahoo! SERP. Like Google, sponsored listings run across the top and down the right
side of the page.  (©2006 Yahoo! Inc. YAHOO! and the YAHOO! logo are trademarks of Yahoo! Inc.)

Figure 1. A Google SERP. Sponsored listings run across the top and down the right
side of the page.  (Google screenshot © Google Inc. and used with permission.)

www.dmoz.org
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Should you pay to get listed in Yahoo? Some people say yes, because it helps to have a

link from the high-ranking Yahoo! Directory. Others say no, that if you're in the Yahoo!

search engine database, that's enough. I tell clients to pay the annual fee if they can

afford it.

Figure 3. DMOZ - The Open Directory Project is run by volunteers who look at every listing before
posting it to the directory. DMOZ is an important directory because Google pulls listings from it and
because a listing in DMOZ is considered a high-quality inbound link.  
(© Netscape Communications Corporation. Used with permission.)

Figure 4. The Yahoo! Directory looks exactly like the Yahoo! search engine - except for the
Directory search box.   (©2006 Yahoo! Inc. YAHOO! and the YAHOO! logo are trademarks of Yahoo! Inc.)

Directory
Search Box
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HTML for Non-Techies - or HTML Made Easy
This chapter is for those who have never viewed their HTML source code. Those of you

with more experience can skip ahead. 

To take advantage of specific search engine optimization strategies, it helps to

understand the basics of HTML - the underpinning of all Web design.

HTML, or Hypertext Markup Language, is the special code Web designers and

programmers use when designing a Website. Back in the old days (ca. early 1990s),

programmers and designers did much of their programming manually. These days,

designers use sophisticated programs to speed up complex programming and design

tasks.

No matter what program a designer uses to develop a site, you can easily view the

underlying HTML code. To view your site’s source code, open up your Internet browser

and then go to your site’s home page. On the Mozilla FireFox tool bar, click "View" and

then "Page Source." If you're using Microsoft's Internet Explorer, click "View" and then

"Source." 

Firefox will open a new window where you'll see a bunch of text; Explorer will open

Notepad to display the text. (If you've never viewed your site's source code, go do it

now. I'll wait.)

Congratulations! You are now viewing your HTML source code. "Why," you may be

asking, "do I care?"

Ahhhh . . . HTML source code contains information important to your search engine

optimization tasks. Take a minute to scroll through your source code to see if you can

find the following:

• Title Tag - The <Title> tag is found at the top of your source code. You can

identify it by its tag: <Title> . . . </Title>. Typically, a non-optimized <Title> tag 

looks like this: <Title> Welcome to Acme Corporation</Title>
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• Meta Tags - Meta tags usually follow the <Title> tag in the source code. The

"description" and "keyword" meta tags are the most relevant to the SEO 

discussion. You can identify them by looking for 

<meta name="description" . . . /> and <meta name="keywords" . . . . />

Back in the early days of search engine optimization, search engines used the 

keyword tag to determine what a site was about and then indexed and ranked it 

accordingly. 

Those days are long gone. Due to companies "stuffing" or "spamming" this tag, 

search engines no longer use it in their algorithms. And, neither Google nor 

Yahoo! give the meta description tag any weight when determining a site's rank. 

However, the search engines will often pick up content contained in the meta 

description tag and sometimes in the meta keyword tag, so it pays to know how 

to find these tags in your source code.

• Text - Continue scrolling through your source code - don't worry if you don't 

understand a word of it. About mid-page or so you should see the actual content 

site visitors read when they get to your home page. It may be buried in all that 

code, but you should see it. If you don't, you either don't have content on your 

home page or it's not showing up in the code for various reasons.

Why did I have you conduct this little exercise? Read on.

Figure 5. HTML source code for DH Communications' home page. You can see the Title
and meta tags at the top of the code. 

Title Tag
Meta Tags



Ensure Your Site Attracts Spiders

If you're like me, you don't want spiders hanging around your home or office. Big spiders

scare me - like the huge orange spider that fell on my arm one day while I cleaned

window screens. AAAAEEEE! And, I don't like them crawling across the ceiling while I'm

lying in bed!

But I love it when spiders crawl my Website - search engine "spiders," that is.

Search engines send out automated "bots" or spiders to find the new content you've

added to your site. They also look for the thousands of new sites and pages generated

each month. A spider can visit your site every day if you update frequently or it can

come by once every 4 - 6 weeks.

A search engine spider is a text reader - it crawls along your source code looking for the

text (content) that will help it determine what your site is about. The first step in the

search engine optimization process is to create a Website a spider can easily crawl and

index appropriately.

Many companies, however, don't build sites with spiders (or search engines) in mind.

Design elements like Flash, forms, drop down menus, text embedded in graphics, or no

text at all, can hinder a spider from crawling your site - which in turn can make it difficult

to rank well in the search engines (the logic being, if the spider can't figure out how to

index your site, it won't show up in the SERPs). 

You can determine if spiders are visiting your site by viewing your Web analytics

reports*. You may have to search around a bit for the data but what you're looking for is

information that shows the following "visitors" to your site: 

• Googlebot - Google's spider

• Inktomi Slurp and/or Yahoo! - Yahoo's spider

• Msnbot - MSN's spider
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You can also type your company name into Google or Yahoo! to see if your listing

includes the "cache" information.

EXAMPLE: Google listing for DH Communications

DH Communications: B2B marketing communications and marcom ...
Marketing communications consulting and copywriting services. Plaistow,
NH.www.dhcommunications.com/ - 15k - Cached - Similar pages

When I click on "Cached," Google gives me the following information about my site (or

any site):

This information tells me the Google spider has indeed visited my site - the last visit took

place October 13, 2006. You can do the same exercise with Yahoo!.

Thousands of spiders exist (and not all spiders are good spiders as some crawl sites

simply to steal information) but suffice to say, in order to get your site listed in the

major search engines, spiders need to find your site, crawl it, and then index it.

* If you work in a larger company, your IT department may have these reports. If a third-party vendor, such as
Go Daddy or Earthlink, hosts your site, they may give you these reports as part of your hosting package -
check and see. If your company doesn't have Web analytics software, push to get it. You can't do any SEO
work - or measure ROI - without data.

This is G o o g l e's cache of http://www.dhcommunications.com/press.htm as
retrieved on Oct 13, 2006 14:40:37 GMT.
G o o g l e's cache is the snapshot that we took of the page as we crawled the web.
The page may have changed since that time. Click here for the current page
without highlighting.
This cached page may reference images which are no longer available. Click here
for the cached text only.
To link to or bookmark this page, use the following url:
http://www.google.com/search?q=cache:sKUuvuBT5N0J:www.dh
communications.com/press.htm+dh+communications&hl=en&gl=
us&ct=clnk&cd=2

Google is neither affiliated with the authors of this page nor responsible for its content.

http://72.14.209.104/search?q=cache:sKUuvuBT5N0J:www.dhcommunications.com/press.htm+dh+communications&hl=en&lr=&strip=1
http://www.dhcommunications.com/press.htm
http://www.dhcommunications.com/press.htm
http://www.google.com/intl/en/help/features.html#cached
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Five Design Strategies that Deter Spiders -
And Lower Search Engine Rankings

Clients usually call me to optimize their sites after they've been built. I wish they would

call me while in the planning stages of building or redesigning a site.

One client, for example, wanted me to optimize a site - and a lovely site it was - but the

entire thing was a Flash file (which spiders have a difficult time crawling). The spider

could not find anything to read in the almost non-existent source code, nor did the site

have individual pages for me to optimize. From the SEO perspective, the entire site was

a complete waste of money.

Building a Website a spider can read is pretty easy, yet many of the sites I see

unintentionally include spider roadblocks -- the result being a "no show" in Google,

Yahoo!, or MSN. What are the common errors? 

1. Page copy is embedded in graphic files

In order to get your site indexed in the search engines for your particular search 

phrases, the spider has to be able to find and "read" the sales and marketing 

copy presented on your page in the site's HTML source code. However, if your 

home page and its copy is one large graphic file (i.e. jpeg), the spider can't crawl 

it or determine what your site is about. (See Figure 6) Thus, you may show up in 

the SERPs for your company's name but not much else. To determine if your 

page copy is readable by spiders, try doing a "cut and paste." If you can cut and 

paste copy from your Web page to Microsoft® Word, then you're fine.

2. Home page is a form

If you require site visitors to click a form - for example, choose a country or 

language - before entering your site, you're effectively stopping spiders cold. 

(See Figure 7a)  Why? Spiders can't fill out forms. (A good work-around is to 

include text links on your page as well.)

3. Home page is a "splash page"
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Splash pages - those fancy animated intros - are problematic for spiders and for 

people. According to Shari Thurow, author of Search Engine Visibility, "most 

splash pages contain a redirect after the Flash animation is complete. All search 

engines consider redirects to be spam. In fact, most search engines do not 

include splash pages in their indices because of the lack of content and the 

redirect." And, most site visitors don't like sitting through the music and visuals of 

Flash intros because they waste time.

4. Frames navigation

Frames is a type of Web design technique that works well for designers but not 

for search engines or site visitors. According to Thurow, "Usability experts to do 

not recommend the use of frames because people are not able to properly 

bookmark a framed page and because the URL appearing in the browser does 

not match the content. End user opinions are divided as well . . . Overall, most 

people prefer not to navigate a framed site when given the choice." In terms of 

search engine spiders, the frameset code lacks text and links for the spider to 

follow. Thurow's advice? Do not design sites using frames.

5. Flash

Flash, when used properly, adds excitement and energy to a site. Many people 

consider static, text-heavy sites "boring," and with today's high-speed 

connections, they expect sites to have a bit of flair to them. The problem, 

however, is when an entire site is built using one large Flash file. Spiders can't 

read the text embedded in the file - making it difficult for the site to rank well in 

the search engines. And, because the site is one large file, it lacks individual 

pages that can be optimized. 
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Figure 6: An example of a "graphic" home page.  (© Helaine Smith, DMD. Used with permission.)

Dr. Helaine Smith, a Boston cosmetic dentist, wanted more Web traffic. The problem? Her original
home page consisted of one large jpeg or graphic file. The search engine spiders couldn't read it!
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Figure 7a and 7b: A home page consisting of a form.  (© Allied. Permission pending.)

Before changing the design of their home page, Allied, a moving company, used a form to direct
site visitors to content within the site. Remember, spiders can't fill out forms, so a form stops them
cold. Allied has since changed this page and made it more search engine and people friendly - as
seen in Figure 7b - by including links to other pages, an estimate calculator, and a free moving
guide (cut off by the screen shot).

Figure 7a

Figure 7b
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Figure 8: A Flash site. (© The Atlantica. Permission pending.)

The Atlantica is an example of a site designed completely in Flash, a design program. Search
engine spiders have problems crawling Flash, and the site lacks individual pages for optimization
purposes. 
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Part II: Determining Your Site’s
Objective
What Do You Want Your Site to Do for You?

A prospective client called inquiring about my Web writing services. While discussing his

new Website I asked, "What's the objective of your site?" 

Silence followed. 

I rephrased the question, "What do you want visitors to do once they get to your site?

What's its purpose?" 

"Uh," he stumbled. "I don't know. I've never thought about it."

An important tool in your marketing toolkit, a Website helps you accomplish the following

tasks: 

• Sell products and services

• Generate leads/inquiries

• Lower marketing and/or customer service costs 

• Provide information about your company, its products and services, job 

openings, news, locations, revenues, management, etc.

Before beginning any design work, it's important you consider what you want buyers,

purchasers, and visitors to do when they arrive at your site. I call this "determining your

site's objective." 

Determining your site's objective now is important for three reasons: 

• Saves you time and money - Because you did your research up-front, you 

won't find out your site "isn't working" after it has been built or redesigned. 
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• Increases conversions - Because your site is built with prospects and 

searchers in mind, you'll see a natural increase in conversions (the number of 

people who take the desired action).

• Makes it easier to measure ROI - Because you have an objective or goal, you 

know exactly what you need to track and measure. You'll no longer base data on 

vague metrics - "We had 2,000 hits last month" - and can instead measure 

clearly defined objectives. "We had 2,000 visitors last month and 5% signed up 

for our newsletter and 2% called for an appointment."

When determining your site's objectives and its design/navigation, keep two things in

mind:

• What your customers/prospects want in terms of information.

• What you want people to do once they get to the site - and how you'll 

measure response.

Let's say you want your site to generate leads/inquiries. When prospects arrive at your

site, you want them to take one (or more) of the following lead generation actions:

• Sign up for a newsletter

• Download a white paper 

• Register for a Webinar or teleclass

• Download a trial version of your software

• Call for an appointment

Thus, you'll design your site - and write the copy - with these objectives in mind. To learn

more about B2B Website usability and increasing conversion, I recommend you read

Nielsen Norman Group's report, "B2B Website Usability: Design Guidelines for

Converting Business Users into Leads and Customers." Although it comes with a hefty

purchase price ($198 U.S.), the information will help you see your own site's design

flaws and how you can improve the user experience for your prospects.

http://www.nngroup.com/reports/b2b/
http://www.nngroup.com/reports/b2b/
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If you sell products online, then you'll want to make the buying process as easy as

possible, too. Because e-commerce is beyond the scope of this report, I highly

recommend you read Steve Krug's book, Don't Make Me Think. Krug takes complex

usability issues and breaks them down for the non-techie. A fast and easy read (you can

read it in about two hours), Krug's book shows you how people really use e-commerce

Websites and how you can design yours for maximum effectiveness. 

The bottom line? Whatever your business - B2B, B2C, products-based, service-based,

small, big, one-person, etc., - your main objective is to ensure your site's design,

navigation, and content help prospects take the desired action(s). 

Figure 9. ExactTarget, an email software company, lists case studies, white papers and webinars
for download front and center on their home page. Notice how the customer-centric copy reads,
"You asked for client case studies with actionable ideas for real marketers. We listened."  
(© ExactTarget, Inc. Permission pending.)

Examples of poor objectives:
X  "We want more traffic." 
X  "We want to be #1 in Google." 
X  "We want a complete redesign.

Our current site sucks."

Examples of measurable objectives:
Doubling newsletter subscribers in six months.
Increasing the number of white paper downloads
by 20% in the next quarter.
Generating calls for appointments or tours by 10%
in the next 12 months.
Increasing online product sales by 25% in the next
year.

TIP: Set objectives you can measure!
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Mini Case Study: Barker Tavern 

The Barker Tavern, a restaurant in Massachusetts, wanted brides-to-be to either call and

set an appointment for a tour of its wedding reception facilities or request a brochure via

their online form.  

After viewing the site (Figure 10a), DH Communications recommended to the Web

designer and restaurant owner that they enlarge the tiny photograph of the bride on the

home page. Brides-to-be visiting the site would then know they had landed on a page

relevant to their search for wedding reception function halls. DH Communications also

recommended rewriting the copy to make it more compelling to brides-to-be and adding

a call to action to each page of the site telling them what to do, as seen on the home

page in Figure 10b:

"Because our website can't give you the complete picture of our facility and its 

amenities, from furnished Bride's room to the private garden, we encourage you 

to arrange a tour by calling Becky Jordan Smith, our Wedding Planner, at 

800-966-6533. Or, for additional information, you can request a brochure via 

our online form."

Once this copy was added, blushing brides-to-be began calling and emailing Barker

Tavern for brochures and calling for tour appointments. 

Figure 10a: The former Barker Weddings home page. The picture of the bride is small and the
sales copy doesn't compel site visitors to take action.  (© The Barker Tavern. Used with permission.)
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Figure 10b: The revised home page shows a larger photo of a bride and groom (and the name of
the establishment in the background - something missing in the "before" photo). Copy has been
rewritten to describe why a bride-to-be should consider holding her reception at Barker Tavern and
includes a call-to-action. The screen shot doesn't show it, but copy also includes a link to
testimonials - another way to help convince people to do business with you.
(© The Barker Tavern. Used with permission.)
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Build Your Site Around What
Buyers/Prospects Want

While planning your site, take time to consider what types of information prospects,

buyers, and customers want. You may think prospects are searching for your esoteric

product but in reality, they're searching for solutions to make their pain/problems

go away. 

Case in point: Bill Jawitz, Principal of Jawitz Legal Consulting, works with owners of

small law firms. He surveyed his customers to ask, "Which Website features would

cause you to call a company like mine for more information or to set up an interview?"

The eye-opening responses included:

• "Abbreviated diagnostic tool/s that would lead me to conclude I have problems 

and need your help."

• "Articles on how to solve my particular marketing challenges"

• "Testimonials" 

• "Success stories with pictures of the people so I can tell if they are anything 

like me"

• "Money-back guarantee"

• "A free Q&A that would create a report which would then lead to a phone 

consult"

Notice no one mentioned "detailed information about your processes" or "a long-winded,

jargon-laden mission statement."

Because of the Internet, the relationship with a prospect begins before a salesperson

sets foot in the prospect's office — it begins when the person visits your Website.

Providing the content your prospects want delivers results, says David Meerman Scott,

author of Cashing In with Content. "A Website visitor may actually come to view the

organization behind the site as a trusted resource, rather than just a place to spend

spare time or dollars." 

http://www.jawitz.com
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According to a joint study by ThomasNet and Google, industrial buyers are "increasingly

turning to the Internet when conducting a search for products and services." ("The

Buyer-Seller Disconnect: Industrial Buyers are Shopping on the Web, But Suppliers May

Be Missing the Sale.") According to the study, prospects use the following when

researching products and services:

• 85% of prospects go directly to specific company Websites

• 83% use search engines such as Google and Yahoo!

• 71% use industrial destination sites such as ThomasNet and GlobalSpec

• 52% visit trade/industrial association Websites

GlobalSpec's 2006 Annual Engineering Trends Survey also shows engineers and buyers

rely heavily on the Internet when searching for products and services. Of those

surveyed:

• 91% use the Internet to find components and suppliers

• 90% use the Internet to obtain product specifications

• 82% use the Internet to for research, an increase of 14 percentage points 

over 2005

• 56% state that product specs are the most valuable information when 

searching for products and components

What does this mean for B2B companies? It means that in order to increase sales you

must be found in the search engines AND you must deliver the content buyers,

prospects, and others need to make purchasing decisions.

According to research by GlobalSpec, 42% of engineers prefer to contact suppliers and

manufacturers through the Web (yet 45% report they have to wait up to three days to

get a response!). And, according to ThomasNet's joint study, buyers want specific

information, yet few suppliers and manufacturers sites provide it - as seen in the

following chart:
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The Buyer-Seller Disconnect -- Data courtesy of ThomasNet

The authors of the ThomasNet study state, "Research shows that nearly every online

buyer who was able to effectively research and/or compare products online made a

recommendation, sent a purchase order, or sent an RFQ to a supplier."

Before rushing out to build new pages (or a new site!), first ask your customers what

they need from your Website in order to do business with you. You can easily determine

what types of information your prospects want without having to hire expensive focus

groups. A few tips include: 

• Telephone - Pick ten or twenty of your best customers and pick up the phone 

and ask them to give you constructive feedback on your site (i.e.: what works, 

what doesn't, what information is missing, etc.)

• Surveys - You can also survey your customers using free or low-cost survey 

tools such as Survey Monkey and Zoomerang.

• Sales reps and customer service people - Don't forget to ask your front line 

customer service people and sales reps for the types of information people ask 

http://www.zoomerang.com
http://www.surveymonkey.com
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about. Customer service and sales reps have lots of customer information sitting 

in their heads and will be thrilled you asked them for it.

• Research data - You can find tons of research online regarding what buyers 

want from supplier Websites. Two places to start for B-to-B manufacturers: 

ThomasNet.com and GlobalSpec. Both have surveyed hundreds to buyers to 

determine what they look for on supplier sites. You can also download 

MarketingSherpa's Special Report: B-to-B Manufacturing which includes nine 

strategies for reaching buyers.

• Feedback data - If your site has a search box, an inquiry form, or an online 

support function, analyze this information as well. 

• Keyword search tools - We'll cover keywords in greater detail later, but suffice 

to say, keyword search tools tell you exactly which types of information people 

are searching for. Go to Overture's Resource Center and click on "Keyword 

Selector Tool." Enter a few keywords from your industry and see what comes up.

• Web analytic reports - If you have an existing site, analyze your Web analytic 

reports. These comprehensive reports will tell you the most viewed pages on 

your site and the keywords searchers typed into Google or Yahoo! to find your 

information.

Once you have this information in hand, you can then present 

a valid case to your manager, boss, or C-levels for designing 

or modifying your site based around your prospects' and

customers' needs.

Cashing In with Content: How Innovative Marketers use Digital 
Information to turn Browsers into Buyers by David Meerman Scott

Scott's book features 20 "content-smart" e-commerce, B-to-B, and
not-for-profit sites. In it he explains why Web marketers can't rely on "aesthetics" or "slick,
TV-influenced, one-way broadcast messages" to get one's message out. People are
looking for information, and they appreciate companies that give them answers to
questions they hadn't even thought to ask.

Recommended reading

http://www.marketingsherpa.com/sample.cfm?ident=29779
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Last Step: Set a Baseline

Before you begin any SEO or redesign work, take a snapshot of where you are now in

order to set a baseline from which to measure improvement. Using your Web analytics

reports, take note of the following: 

• How much traffic is your site currently generating? How many unique visitors do 

you have each month? 

• Which pages do site visitors frequent the most and the least? How long do they 

remain on your site? 

• What is your conversion rate? If you offer a newsletter, for example, how many 

people signed up for it in the last month?

• Which sites are linking to yours? 

• What are your current search engine rankings? Is your site showing up in 

Google or Yahoo! for a few search terms or not at all?
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Part III: How to Optimize Your Site
Keywords, Keywords, Keywords

The starting point for all Web searches, keywords play an important role in search

engine optimization. Think about how you search for products and services: no matter

what you're looking for, you use 2 - 5 keyword phrases to find it: 

• Chinese food restaurants in Hingham, MA

• ERP white papers

• Cosmetic dentists in Boston

• Houses for sale, Salem NH

• Freelance marketing consultants

• B2B sales lead consultants

However, you can't assume you know which keywords searchers (and specifically your

prospects) use - because most likely, your assumption is incorrect.

I learned this lesson the hard way when I made my first attempts to optimize my own

site years ago. Because everyone refers to what I do as "freelance copywriting," I

assumed "freelance copywriting" and "freelance copywriter" to be my main keywords. In

fact, I bid heavily on them in Overture and was perplexed when I received few

clickthroughs for my sponsored listings in Yahoo! and other sites.

Using Overture's keyword suggestion tool, I then placed listings for "marketing articles,"

"marketing communications," "marketing communications copywriter," and "marketing

newsletters." Response soared.

Lesson: Due diligence is essential in developing a list of the "right" 

keywords. In fact, you can't properly optimize a site without them.
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Step One: Develop a list of potential
keywords 

Developing a keyword list begins with scouring various sources for potential keywords:

• Collateral - Go through your print and online collateral and look for product 

names, industry jargon, and other possible search words/phrases. 

• Website source code - At the top of your source code (see Chapter 2), you'll 

see your meta keyword tag, which could be a treasure trove of keywords. 

• Competitors' sites and source code - Run the same exercise for three or four 

of your competitors' sites. I usually find keywords I hadn't considered.

• Web analytics reports - If they're available, go through your Web analytics 

reports to see which keywords people used to find your site in the last six 

months.

• Trade publications - Look at ads, tech notes, and articles for industry terms 

and jargon.

If your company relies on local consumers or business prospects finding your site, don't

forget to include your town or city, border towns and cities, county, region, and state in

your list of potential keywords. 

Step Two: Use a keyword suggestion tool

The next step is to run your keywords through a keyword suggestion tool, which shows

you, in real numbers, the keywords people actually use in their searches - versus the

words you think people use. 

A number of tools exist for helping you determine your most effective keywords. Some

are free while others require you pay a monthly or yearly subscription fee. Each tool has
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its strength and weaknesses - some search engine marketing experts believe Overture's

tool is too heavily weighted with PPC search data, while others think Google's tool

inflates search values. I personally use Trellian's subscription-based keyword tool. It's

easy to use and returns excellent results.

Subscription-based tools

• Trellian's Keyword Discovery Tool - A relatively new product, Trellian's tool 

"compiles keyword search statistics from over 180 search engines world-wide" 

and shows you search data for the last 30 days. 

• Wordtracker™- The grand-daddy of paid search tools, Wordtracker bases its 

suggestions on "over 300 million keywords and phrases that people have used 

over the previous 90 days."

Free tools

• Overture - Now owned by Yahoo!, Overture offers its free Keyword Selector Tool 

without requiring you to log in or register for the site. 

• Google - Google's Keyword Tool is now available for use without having to log 

into a Google AdWords account. 

Once you've decided which tool to use, run your list of keywords through it. 

Each tool will show you the search results for each keyword (i.e. how 

many people searched using the term during a specific time period) and 

suggest alternative words based on previous search activity. 

https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com/rc/srch/
http://www.wordtracker.com/
http://www.keyworddiscovery.com/
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As you can see in Figure 11, Trellian indicates the search phrase "supply chain

management" is competitive indeed with over 361,362 searches in the last 30 days. 

Because the screen shot shows only the first 12 listings, you can't see that Trellian is

also suggesting over 4,000 other search phrases, such as: 

• Supply chain consultant

• Supply chain consultants

• Principles of supply chain management

• Integration of supply chain

• Supply chain research

• Supply chain management articles

• Top supply chain challenges

• Supply chain management white papers

• Supply chain white papers

• Supply chain management case studies

• Supply chain case studies

What happens if you qualify your search term - for example, "Business-to-business

supply chain management"? Will you see a difference between it and "B2B supply chain

management"? Yes, you will. Seven people used the former search phrase; 850 people

used the latter.

Figure 11  (© Trellian. Used with permission.)
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At the completion of this process, you should have a list of 40 - 300 keywords,

depending on the size of your site, your industry, and your product/service offerings.

How does this list compare with the list you originally generated? How does it compare

with the keywords used throughout your site?

Of course, you don't want to use every keyword suggested by the keyword tool (nor can

you) when optimizing your site. Your job is to determine which keywords best describe

your company and its products and services. 

You'll also want to find a good balance between highly competitive phrases and those

with fewer searches. Many people think lesser used search phrases (i.e. 1 - 10

searches) aren't as valuable because they deliver less traffic. However, while they may

deliver fewer searchers to your site, these types of search phrases deliver the targeted

traffic that easily converts. Think about it - would you rather have dozens of targeted

visitors coming to your site because they found it while searching for "B2B supply chain

management" or thousands of non-targeted visitors who found the site using the more

generic phrase "supply chain"?
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How to Write Title and Meta Tags 

If you did a thorough keyword search and analysis, you may have realized people

search for more than products and services - they also want information, from product

specs to industry white papers and reports.

Rather than optimize only the home page or product pages, savvy SEO marketers

optimize every page within the products, services, and resources sections of their site in

order to grab these "indirect" searchers. "Wait a minute!" you're thinking. "I have dozens

of pages! How am I supposed to optimize each one?" Relax - we're going to make this

easy. 

Step One: Develop a Keyword Architecture
for your site

All sites are organized by sections: Home, About, Products, Services, Resources,

Careers, Contact Us, etc. 

EXERCISE: Take a sheet of paper, make quick columns for each section, and then

quickly jot the keywords that go with each section. List all keywords relating to your

products and/or services in the Products/Services column(s). List keywords that include

"case studies" or "white papers" or "articles" in the "Resources,"  "Tips and Tools" or

other relevant columns.  

Step Two: Incorporate keywords into Title
and meta tags 

Title Tags

The <Title> tag is one of the most important elements of search engine optimization. Not

only is it the first thing a search engine spider "reads" when it crawls a site, it's also what

shows up in the search engine listings. For example, type "cosmetic dentists boston" into

Google. The SERP shows Helaine Smith, DMD at #8  (November 5, 2006). Dr. Smith's

listing looks like this:
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Helaine Smith DMD, Boston Cosmetic Dentistry, Cosmetic Dentists Boston
When you want the best Boston cosmetic dentist and Zoom tooth whitening, 
call Helaine Smith, DMD at 617-327-1350.
www.helainesmithdmd.com/ - 14k - Cached - Similar pages

The underlined blue headline is the <Title> tag taken directly from Dr. Smith's home

page source code. In this case, Google used the meta description tag copy for the

"snippet" - that bit of copy under the headline. The meta description tag does not figure

in search engine algorithms; however, Google and Yahoo! will often pick it up, making

the description tag a valuable piece of SEO real estate.

The <Title> tag's importance cannot be over emphasized. Not only does it appear as the

clickable link in the search results, it's also what motivates people to click on your SERP

listing. Hence, your job is to develop the types of <Title> tags that increase rankings and

that get people to click.

Using another example, let's say you're a company selling toilet chemicals and

deodorizers. Your home page title tag might look something like this: 

<Title>Inca Gold portable toilet chemicals and deodorizers for portable chemical

toilets</Title>

Because searchers click on listings that most closely match their search phrases, this

<Title> tag incorporates three primary search phrases: 

• Portable toilet chemicals

• Portable toilet deodorizers

• Portable chemical toilets

The most important things to remember about <Title> tags include:

• Each page on your site should have its own unique <Title> tag.

• <Title> tags should incorporate the keywords for which you want that 

specific page to rank.
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• Target two to three primary keyword phrases per page.

• Keywords should be listed in the exact order you think people are using 

them in their searches.

• <Title> tags should consist of 80 characters or less.

Using company names: Should you include your company name in the <Title> tag?

I am of two minds about this. People do search using company names because they

don't know the company's Website URL. I do this all the time. However, if your company

name is long, you end up wasting valuable <Title> tag characters that could be put to

better use.

My compromise is to use the company name in the home page Title tag and

occasionally throughout the site's other pages - but not on every page of the site.

Stop words: The above <Title> tag also includes the stop word "and." Because

words like "and," "for," "a," etc. are so common, search engines don't include them in

their searches. Generally, it's good practice to limit stop words as much as possible. I

used "and" in the <Title> tag because I wanted to make it read well for searchers and

because I was able to include three search phrases without trouble. If I had needed the

extra characters, I could have eliminated it.

Meta description tag

Although the meta description tag has zero value with regard to search engine rankings,

it's still a useful tag. That's because Google, Yahoo! and MSN will often use the content

in this tag for the snippet description.  

If you fail to provide a meta description tag, the search engines will make up their own

computer-generated version of your page's description - and you may not like the end

result.

As an example, Inca Gold's meta description tag reads this way:  
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<META NAME="description" CONTENT= Inca Gold's line of portable toilet 

chemicals and deodorizers for portable chemical toilets gives you maximum odor 

control at affordable prices. Call toll-free: (800) 555-1234. />

Each of the three keyword phrases - portable toilet chemicals, portable toilet

deodorizers, and portable chemical toilets - is repeated in this tag, which also

incorporates compelling language to in order to get searchers to click on the listing in 

the SERP.

The end result is this: a prospect types "portable toilet chemicals" into Google. Due to

being optimized, Inca Gold is the number one listing for this phrase (November 16,

2006); its listing looks like this (keywords are bolded):

Inca Gold Portable toilet chemicals and deodorizers for portable . . . 
Inca Gold's line of portable toilet chemicals and deodorizers for portable 
chemical toilets gives you maximum odor control at affordable prices. 
www.incagoldonline.com/ - 13k - Cached - Similar pages

Meta Keyword Tag

As stated before, the meta keyword tag has no relevance to search engine rankings

whatsoever. That doesn't mean you should ignore this tag completely, however. At the

2006 Search Engine Strategies conference in Canada, the Yahoo! representative stated

the search engine did look at the keywords in the tag. And testing I've done indicates

that even Google will sometimes use the keywords in the meta keyword tag in the

snippet if nothing else is available.

According to Yahoo!, you should place five to seven keywords in the tag, each one

separated by a comma. That's pretty much all you need to know. 

Step Three:
Develop page content around keywords

Experts (both SEO and direct response copywriters) have debated whether Website content

should be written for search engines (to increase rankings) or for people (to increase sales).
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A good copywriter who understands SEO and direct response writing can write

optimized content that increases both rankings and conversions.

Go back to that site architecture you developed. Each section of your site has a

purpose: for larger companies, the "Jobs" section lists current jobs and enables job

seekers to apply for those jobs; the "Services" section describes which services your

company provides (ditto for the "Products" section). 

For each section of your site, you want people to take a course of action. For our

purposes, we'll focus on the areas that influence or help generate leads/sales:

• Home Page: sign up for the newsletter or call for an appointment

• Products/Services: view product comparisons, product specs, etc.

• Resources: download free tools, articles, or newsletter archives

• Specialized landing pages: sign up for a Webinar; download a white a paper 

or software demo

The copy for each section should meet the following criteria: 

• Incorporate your key search phrases without sounding "spammy."

• Incorporate keywords in heads, sub-heads, and the first paragraph.

• Use the exact same keywords used in the <Title> tag and meta description tag.

• Answer site visitors' unspoken questions regarding your 

products/services/company within the first 10 seconds. 

• Compel people to take the prescribed course of action.

Example: Copy selling portable toilet chemicals

The copy below is for Inca Gold's portable toilet chemicals. I've highlighted the primary

and secondary keywords for this page. Notice the copy repeats these words frequently -

but doesn't sound "spammy" - and it includes a call to action.

Liquid and Powder Toilet Chemicals and Deodorants

For Toilets on the Go!
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Let's face it - recirculating and retention toilets, whether on a commercial bus or 
personal RV, can be long on convenience but short on odor control. Inca Gold's 
line of portable toilet chemicals and deodorants give you premium odor 
control at affordable prices. 

Inca Gold's toilet deodorants are ideal for:
• Bus and • Railroad • RV, • Commercial

motorcoach locomotive houseboat, portable toilets,
toilets crew and and marine Park and

• Aircraft passenger toilets and Campground
toilets toilets holding tanks toilets

Trusted by the transportation industry since 1971, Inca Gold's toilet chemicals and
deodorants were among the first to be developed and tested for regular commercial
service on buses, aircraft, boats and railroads. 

Inca Gold's biodegradable toilet chemicals and deodorants are completely safe for
discharge into sewage treatment facilities. 

Available for commercial and private use! 

Inca Gold comes backed with 35 years of experience and continual product refinements
- ensuring our toilet chemicals and deodorants continue to deliver unsurpassed
convenience and odor control to hundreds of bus companies, railroads, commercial
airlines, boat charter companies, and RV parks across the United States and
Internationally. 

To learn more about our various products for businesses and individuals, read our
industry pages or call toll-free: 800-789-9969 or 310-808-9359. Or send email to:
info@incagoldonline.com.
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Additional SEO Copywriting Tips

1. Develop <Title> tags using plurals and alternate keyword spellings. For example, 

e-mail marketing and email marketing, market research firm and market research firms.

2. If you do a great deal of business locally, use your town, city, region, and state as

keywords. Example: Boston cosmetic dentists, lawyers in Hingham mass, Billerica MA

hotels, or New Hampshire day spas.

3. Yes, word order does matter. Consult your keyword suggestion tool to determine if

more people are searching for "Boston cosmetic dentists" versus "cosmetic dentists

Boston."

4. Focus on two to three keywords per page and put keywords in your headlines and

sub-heads. Search engines consider words in the <H> (headline) tags to be important.

5. Be specific when writing copy and incorporate your keywords wherever possible.

Instead of using a generic phrase such as "biodegradable products," use a more specific

phrase such as, "biodegradable toilet chemicals and deodorants." Instead of "modern

technologies," use "modern cosmetic dentistry technologies."

6. Cross link to other pages in your site using your keywords as clickable links. For

example, make network storage management services a clickable link to either a

product page or an article you've written on this topic. The strategy behind this SEO

copywriting tactic is that helps search engine spiders find content deeper within your

site.

7. Because search engines index many (or all) of the pages of your site, any page can

appear in the SERPs - which means prospects can enter your site via any page, not

just the home page. Each page of your site, therefore, should include a global or main

navigation menu (or bread crumb navigation), a phone number and/or email address,

and copy that helps your visitor quickly orient himself.

8. Tell people what to do next by including a call to action: "Subscribe to our monthly
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newsletter"; "Fill out this form to receive our free white paper," "Call for a complimentary

appointment," etc.

9. Test, test, test! Remember, Web content is easily changed. Once your site is

optimized, keep track of results. If something isn't working, tweak it. (Caveat: currently, it

can take up to nine months (or longer!) to work your way to the top of Google for specific

keywords. Be patient! Continue to expand your content and build inbound links - see the

next two sections.)
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Build Your Service Pages Around Key
Phrases that Precisely Match People's Search
Queries

If you're a business that offers a service, you probably have a page on your site called

"Services." One way to increase targeted search engine traffic is to expand or "build out"

this area on your Website. If you're thinking, "What? My Services page is fine, it's all I

need," let me explain it a little more fully.

Let's say you're a catering business located in the greater Chicago area. You've been in

business 20 years, have a strong client list, numerous testimonials, and a professionally

designed Website that generates some traffic. And let's assume you do wedding

catering, and that Sue Smith, a bride-to-be who lives in the Chicago area, is your target

prospect. Sue's wedding and reception for 300 is being held outdoors at a local

picturesque park. 

Sue works full time and travels quite a bit, so she does much of her wedding planning at

night using her laptop. She needs a plethora of services including photography, a

wedding cake provider, a caterer, and all the other things brides-to-be need when

planning a wedding. 

Sue has discovered she gets better search results when she adds the search phrase

"Chicago area" to her searches. Thus she types in wedding reception caterers

Chicago area and lots of sites come up - but not yours! Why? Because like many

service-based businesses, your site has only one generic Services page that is poorly

optimized for the keywords that Sue is using to find wedding caterers in the Chicago

area. 

When I say "generic Services page," what I mean is a single page on your site that talks

about your services in basic generic terms. 

Typically, for a caterer, the Service page might read something like this actual page copy

that I found on one site (although I've renamed the city and company to protect the guilty):
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Windy City Caterers has been serving the Chicago area with style and 

distinction since 1978. Whether you need a caterer for your wedding or a 

breakfast for your corporate board, we can help you. 

Our dedicated staff is here to assist you. We ensure all our catered events 

happen smoothly and efficiently. 

Choose from a variety of innovative menus - whether you're looking for five-star 

gourmet or simple finger foods, we can help you.

Now, let's say Sue by some chance found your catering site. She reads your Catering

Services page and then immediately clicks back out. Why would she do that? Well, the

leading cause is that the information on the page doesn't match the specific keywords

she is using in her search for wedding caterers. In this case, those keywords would be

wedding reception catering. 

Another leading cause for fast click-backs is the failure of the Services page copy to

immediately address Sue's primary concerns. She is thinking . . . 

• Does this company specialize in wedding receptions? 

• I'm doing a sit-down dinner. Can they handle a sit-down meal for 300? 

• My reception is outdoors. Can they do this outdoors? 

• Have they done other weddings? 

If she's like the average prospect, she'll give your Services page 10 seconds or less to

start addressing her concerns. This harsh reality of online marketing necessitates the

following two-step-process in crafting your successful Service pages. 

Step One: Craft one Service page per search
phrase

Remember, you cannot expect your prospects -- the people you want to contact you -- to

think about your services in the same way that you do. Chances are, they don't. 

Let me illustrate this point with an example from the pre-Internet days. In the old days,

business owners purchased telephone directory listings in various categories. Indeed,
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when I worked at a small company pre-Internet, we purchased dozens of listings in

multiple books and categories. Then, in order to see which towns/categories pulled the

highest number of callers, I would ask every single new caller, "How did you find us?" If

the caller replied, "Telephone directory," I would ask, "Which category?" I would then use

the data to determine future ad buys. 

It works the same way for search engines -- except now you have keyword suggestion

tools to help you can figure out in advance which words people are using in their

searches. 

Using Trellian's Keyword Suggestion Tool, a few minutes of preliminary research reveals

that searchers are actually seeking the following types of catering services: 

• Wedding caterers 

• Wedding reception caterers 

• Event caterers 

• Afternoon tea caterers 

• Corporate caterers 

• Kosher caterers 

• Buffet caterers 

• BBQ caterers 

• Outdoor event caterers 

Are you beginning to see the light? Instead of designing your site around one generic

Service page, build out (i.e., expand) your Service pages based on the key phrases that

precisely match the queries that people are actually using to find your type of service. 

Using the above keyword list, a caterer could build and optimize a whole new subset of

Service pages based on the following search terms: Wedding Caterers, Afternoon Tea

Caterers, Corporate Events Caterers, and Outdoor event caterers, just to name a few. 

Of course, each new page would have its own unique Title tag optimized for the

company's city/town/region, etc.

According to Trellian, thousands of people are looking for wedding caterers but only a
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few hundred are looking for Chicago Wedding Caterers. You may think it's better to

optimize for highly trafficked keywords, but in this case, that would be a mistake. Which

do you prefer? People calling from all over the U.S. who can't use your services

because they live too far away or inquiries from a half dozen or so genuine prospects

who live within your service area? 

The owners of Windy City Caterers want the latter, so they might craft a Title tag that

looks something like:

<Title>Chicago Wedding Reception Caterers, Wedding Caterers 

Chicago Area </Title>

This Title tag includes three key phrases: Chicago Wedding Reception Caterers,

Chicago Wedding Caterers, and Wedding Caterers Chicago Area. Windy City might

also craft the following meta description tag - which also includes the key phrases: 

meta name="description" content= Looking for distinctive, worry-free

wedding reception caterers in the greater Chicago area? Call Windy City

Caterers at 888-756-2222>

In order to generate more clicks from the SERPs, it's a good idea to write a call to action

for this tag. Not only does the above description compel searchers to take action, it also

stands out from the more ho-hum SERP listings.

Step Two: Write sales copy that compels
action

Obviously it's great if you have high rankings and it's even better if people actually click

on your listing. It's not great if they come to your site and leave because of poorly

written sales copy! One way to improve your conversion rate (i.e.: inquiries and sales) is

to write copy that compels people to take some form of prescribed action. 

Sales copy should describe your service in detail and answer questions prospects

commonly ask. Chances are, if you've been in business long enough, you have a pretty
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good idea of what your customers want. 

The benefit of focusing on one service per page is that it enables you to combine

primary and secondary keywords without sounding spammy. 

For example Windy City Caterers might write something like this:

Looking for distinctive and elegant wedding reception caterers in the greater 

Chicago area? Windy City Caterers specializes in catering Chicago wedding 

receptions large and small; indoors, outdoors or a combination of both. Whether 

your event is 40 people or 400, we can provide a variety of gourmet wedding 

menu and service options - including buffet and sit-down meals. (For pictures of 

recently catered wedding receptions in the Chicago area, please view our 

Recent Weddings page.) 

As a bride, the last thing you want to worry about on your wedding day is the 

caterer's food set-up. We help make your day perfect by ensuring our staff is 

well-trained, attentive and courteous - from preparing and presenting gourmet 

food your guests will rave about to ensuring that table place settings are visually 

appealing and sparkling clean. 

Do you have a special request such as a vegetarian menu or unusual location? 

Give us a call at 888-756-2222 or send us an email to Windy City Catering. We'll 

be sure to get back to you within 24 hours. 

Be sure to download our free guide: 10 Tips for Choosing Your Wedding 

Reception Menu. Based on working with brides like you, this guide has 

answers to the most commonly asked questions. And, take a minute to read our 

testimonials page to see how we've helped hundreds of other brides plan the 

wedding of their dreams.

Notice how the ancillary keywords are combined with primary keywords and naturally

blend into the Service description in conversational fashion. Going back to Sue's

concerns:
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• Does this company specialize in wedding receptions? Yes; see line one.

• I'm doing a sit-down dinner. Can they handle a sit-down meal for 300? Yes; 

line five. 

• My reception is outdoors. Can they do this outdoors? Yes; line four. 

• Have they done other weddings? Yes; see testimonials and Recent 

Weddings pages. 

Sue's exact search term appears in the first sentence and all of her concerns are

addressed within that critical first 10 seconds. This substantially increases the chance

this bona fide prospect will stick on the page long enough to encounter Windy City

Caterers' compelling call to action: "Download our free guide: 10 Tips for Choosing Your

Wedding Reception Menu." Giving your prospects free guides, information, and reports

shows your expertise (or thought leadership) and helps move them along the sales

cycle. 

Bottom line: What you're doing is building a mini-landing page for each of your Services

— even if you think you offer only one type of service. Online marketing research

has repeatedly proven that landing pages with headlines or opening paragraphs that

precisely match people's search phrases substantially increase conversion - and more

conversions mean more dollars in your pocket.

The above section is based on the article I wrote for Search Engine News, March 2006.

http://www.searchenginehelp.com/dhcomm/
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Mini case study: Helaine Smith, DMD

Dr. Helaine Smith's original Website featured one Service page with generic copy that

didn't tell prospective clients why they should call her versus the dozens of other

cosmetic dentists in Boston. And, the services listed in the bulleted copy didn't match the

phrases people were using in their searches. Hence, Dr. Smith's site wasn't being found

in the search engines - which meant prospective clients weren't calling her, either. Here

is how her Services page copy read (unfortunately, a screen shot of this page isn't

available):

Our office is dedicated to providing a pleasant soothing environment. We want 

our guests to feel welcomed and to be pampered by all of us. Barbara, our office 

concierge, is always available to assist you in any manner necessary to make 

sure you are comfortable.

• Preventative Dental Hygiene

• Bonded Aesthetic Restorage 

• Laminates 

• Tooth Whitening - Brite * Smile 

• Reconstructive Restorations 

• Comprehensive Oral Health Care and Maintenance 

In addition, the text on Dr. Smith's home page was a graphic, meaning the search

engine spiders couldn't read it. Dr. Smith called DH Communications - who

recommended a number of fixes, including expanding the site's "Service" area to include

five new pages for the key phrases prospective clients were using to find cosmetic

dental services in Boston and Massachusetts. These pages included:

• Pain Free Cosmetic Sedation Dentistry

• Dental Implants and Cosmetic Dentistry

• Boston Dental Veneers: MAC Porcelain Veneers

• Professional Tooth Whitening: Zoom! Teeth Whitening Treatments

• Tooth Colored Fillings and Periodontal Treatments

Each of these new pages features information about the particular service, Dr. Smith's

expertise, and a call to action. 

http://www.helainesmithdmd.com
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In addition, DH Communications recommended Dr. Smith add content in order to help

move prospects along the sales cycle (prospective patients often take months to decide

if they want to have cosmetic work done on their teeth). Dr. Smith began offering a semi-

monthly newsletter, "Successful Smiles," and issuing press releases about her new

services and achievements. The press lead to Dr. Smith being featured in various

articles and publications (and improved the number of inbound links to her site).

Today, Dr. Smith is ranking well for a number of search phrases across four search

engines (Google, Yahoo!, MSN, and AOL) and traffic to her Website has more than

doubled. More important, she now regularly receives calls and appointments from people

inquiring about cosmetic dentistry who have found her in the search engines. 

Figure 12: Dr. Smith's former home page - a graphic. In addition, the copy didn't do a good job of
selling Dr. Smith's services, nor did it compel site visitors to take action.  
(© Helaine Smith, DMD. Used with permission.)
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Figure 13: Dr. Smith's revised home page with text the spiders can crawl and sales copy explaining
what prospects will get when they use her services.  (© Helaine Smith, DMD. Used with permission.)

Figure 14: Dr. Smith's new main Services page with links to her various services. The links
incorporate the phrases people are using in their searches.  (© Helaine Smith, DMD. Used with permission.)
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Tips for Generating Inbound Links

Effective search engine optimization revolves around keywords, inbound links, and

content. In this section you'll find strategies for building links to your site.

According to Google's Webmaster guidelines, inbound links help the Google crawlers

find your site and give you greater visibility in the search results. Google goes on to

say: 

When returning results for a search, Google combines PageRank (our measure 

of a page's importance) with sophisticated text-matching techniques to display 

pages that are both important and relevant to each search. Google counts the 

number of votes a page receives to determine its PageRank, interpreting a link 

from page A to page B as a vote by page A for page B. Votes cast by pages that 

are themselves "important" weigh more heavily and help to make other pages 

"important." Please note that ranking of sites in our search results is completely 

automated, and we don't manually assign keywords to sites.

However, links can't come from any old site. Google likes to see that your site has

"natural" inbound links from relevant sites - that is, sites that have something in common

with yours. Relevant inbound links prove your site is an authority to Google, and the

more of a "trusted authority" you are, the higher you go in the rankings. Plus, lots of

relevant links generate targeted traffic. 

How do you go about building these natural and relevant links to your site? The following

tips will help you develop a long-term strategy designed to increase your rankings in the

search engines.

• Ensure all online press release carry a "live" link. 

Trade publications, media outlets, and bloggers cull sites like Yahoo! News and 

PRWeb for fresh news and information - when they use news items, they 

include links back to your site. Online trade publications are especially good at 

reprinting your press release verbatim - and including a link back to your site. 
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When submitting a press release to the online wire services, be sure your 

releases have a "live" link - both at the beginning and end of the release if 

possible.

• Develop an online tool and encourage other sites to link to it. 

As a copywriter, I have a link on my site to the We We Calculator offered by 

Bryan and Jeffrey Eisenberg at FutureNow, Inc. Simply type your URL into the 

box and the We We Calculator scores your Web copy on whether it's focused on 

your customers or your company. B2B sales lead expert Mac McIntosh offers 

site visitors a marketing lead calculator - to which dozens of sites have linked. 

This handy tool allows sales and marketing professionals to determine how 

many inquiries and qualified sales leads are needed to meet their company's 

revenue objectives. Both FutureNow and Mac McIntosh understand the value of 

having tools worth linking to.

• Send out press releases about your online tools, reports, white papers, 

etc.

Once your tool is developed, write an optimized press release and submit it via 

PRWeb or other news wire services. You can also do this for your free reports, 

white papers, or guides. 

Once your release goes out, media outlets, trade publications, newsletter 

publishers, and bloggers will run the release or mention your tool or report as a 

service to their readers and will include a link back to your site. The wire 

services also distribute your release to Yahoo! News, Google News, and a host 

of other search engines. These are all valuable links back to your site.

• List your white papers and reports on syndication sites.

Because the B2B sales cycle for products can be long and complex, purchasers 

and influencers are online searching for information about products and services 

months in advance of an actual purchasing decision. You can help them find 

http://www.sales-lead-experts.com/tips/tools/marketing-lead-calculator.cfm
http://futurenow.com/wewe.htm
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your white papers and case studies by listing them at content sites such as 

NetLine's TradePub.com, TechTarget, and KnowledgeStorm. These sites are 

regularly crawled by search engine spiders; if your white paper fits a prospect's 

search phrase, it will show up in Google or Yahoo's! SERPs. 

• Get quoted in online publications and news stories.

Journalists, reporters, and writers are constantly looking for experts to quote for 

their news stories and articles. Instead of waiting for one of them to find you or 

your company, you can sign up an "expert" at ProfNet Experts. Journalists use 

ProfNet to send out email queries looking for experts on specific topics or they 

can look for one through the ProfNet database. If you get quoted as so-and-so 

of Widget Corporation for an online article, you most likely will get a valuable link 

back to your site.

Online articles also take on a life of their own as they get reprinted, picked up by 

other newsletters and media outlets, and talked about in blogs - adding still more 

links back to your site.

Figure 15: NetLine's TradePub.com lists content across 33 industry verticals.  (© NetLine Corporation.
Used with permission.)

https://profnet.prnewswire.com/
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• Post an archive of articles you've written and encourage other Websites to 

republish them. 

The Internet is a hungry beast - news sites, newsletter publishers, and portals 

need fresh content on a regular basis. You can meet this demand for information 

by posting an archive of articles you or anyone in your company has written and 

encouraging people to reprint them. (Caveat: if an article as written for a 

publication, make sure you aren't infringing on the publication's copyright.) 

Tell people how to handle attribution - i.e.: "When reprinting this article, please 

be sure the byline remains intact and add the following info: 'John Smith is a 

Product Manager at Widget Corporation (www.widgetcorporation.com) and can 

be reached at 555-223-4567."

To keep track of where your articles appear, set up a Google News Alert using 

your company name or the title of the article. Also refer to your Web analytics 

reports (look under "referring sites").

Figure 16: You can register at ProfNet as an expert or find experts to quote in your articles and
reports. To receive journalists' inquiries, however, you'll have to pay an annual fee.  
(Copyright © 2006 PR Newswire Association LLC. All rights reserved. A United Business Media Company.)

www.widgetcorporation.com
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• Archive past issues of your e-newsletter.

If your company publishes an e-newsletter, be sure to list previous issues on 

your site. This not only helps with search engine optimization (newsletters are 

usually full of keywords), it also gives other sites content to which they can link 

or republish. Make it easy for people to find your archived newsletters by posting 

an archive link on your newsletter page.

• Become an active participant in blogs and forums.

Starting and maintaining a blog is a major commitment, which is one reason 

many companies don't have one. However, adding your comments to respected 

industry blogs or forums is an excellent way to build inbound links and traffic. To 

find blogs in your industry, search the Technorati database or type "keyword + 

blogs" into Google or Yahoo! - for example, "healthcare + blogs" - for a listing of 

blogs in the healthcare space.

Figure 17: Michael Katz' e-newsletter archive goes back to 1999.  (© Blue Penguin Development. 
Used with permission.)
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• Encourage your resellers and distributors to link to your site.

If you're an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and sell through the 

channel, encourage your distributors and resellers to link to your site. Make sure 

your site is packed with white papers, reports and other materials that help end-

users make buying decisions. Your resellers and distributors will be more likely 

to link to this high value content if it helps them drive sales.

• Get listed in industry directories.

Does your industry have directories where buyers go to find product 

information? Global Spec and ThomasNet are two such directories. Although it 

costs to get listed, these sites are crawled by search engine spiders and 

company and product listings do show up in the search results. 

Other directories to consider: your local chamber of commerce (if you're a 

member you're often listed for free or for a nominal fee), trade associations, 

Figure 18: Arbor Networks' Security Blog.  (© Arbor Networks. Used with permission.)

http://www.thomasnet.com
http://wwwglobalspec.com
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and smaller, individually-owned directories. For example, Chris Jaeger of 

SellMoreWeddings.com runs Wedding Planning Links, a directory for 

wedding vendors.

• Get links from .edu and .gov domains.

Does your R&D team have ties to academe or the government? Great! These 

types of links -- .edu and .gov -- are quite valuable because they are so hard to 

obtain. Find the right person in your company to ask the university or 

government entity to link back to your company's site. You may find your 

company is already mentioned on the site due to a joint project and all you need 

to do is ask them to make a "live" link.

If you're sending out a press release about something you've achieved that's 

noteworthy (versus a company-wide achievement or news), don't forget to either 

send the press release to your alma mater or add to the "About Jane Smith" 

section of the release that you're a graduate of a specific school. You never 

know when the university or college will post the news on their site. Dr. Helaine 

Smith, for example, sent out a release about the volunteer work she did for Give 

Back a Smile, a program that restores the smiles of domestic abuse survivors. 

Suffolk University, where she obtained her MBA, picked it up and posted it on 

their site under "Business School News."

http://www.suffolk.edu/business/14269.html
http://www.weddingplanninglinks.com/
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Part IV: Measuring Results
How to Read Web Analytics Reports

Determining the effectiveness and/or ROI of your company's Website is based on real

data: number of unique visitors, the keywords and phrases people use to find your site,

the pages that are downloaded most frequently, and that all-important metric --

conversion. 

The only place to get that information is from a Web analytics program. If you haven't

looked at your data and don't know how to get it, the first step is to contact your IT

department (or your Web hosting company, if applicable).

Depending on your analytics program and its degree of sophistication, you can analyze

various types of data. What follows are the very basic metrics you should tracking each

month: 

• Number of Unique Visitors

Don't be swayed by the number of "hits" to your site. This is a misleading 

indicator as it includes an HTML page and the objects that make up the page, 

such as jpeg files, that get downloaded with the page (whether or not the person 

clicks on the objects). Hence, one visitor can register significantly more than one 

"hit" per session. 

Instead, pay attention to the number of unique visitors (which is almost always 

lower than the number of "hits") that visit for any given time frame (day, week, 

month, year). Unique visitors are real people, as opposed to search engine 

spiders or bots, and are counted only once per visit, no matter how many pages 

are viewed per session. 
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• Top Pages / Top Entrances 

The "Top Pages" metric tells you which pages are most popular on your site, 

which in turn can help you plan future content as well as help you determine 

which pages can possibly be deleted or revamped.

Top Entrances, on the other hand, tells you how people are entering your site. 

It's not always the home page. If dozens of other Web pages are pointing to 

your site (meaning, you have lots of inbound links), visitors may be entering via 

lower level pages. Many people, for example, enter my site through my 

newsletter and marketing articles they find on the Web. 

• Top Keywords 

Analyzing your keywords will show you which phrases people are using to find 

you -- and which ones they aren't. You may think people should be finding your 

site using the search term "small widgets" when in reality they think of you as 

"thinga-ma-jigs." If your site is already optimized, you can use this information to 

confirm your optimization strategies are working. 

Reviewing your keywords is also a good way to determine the types of people 

visiting. I once wrote a newsletter article about Jimmy Neutron and a TV game 

involving this cartoon character. I archived my newsletter as usual and within 

two weeks, I had thousands of kids visiting my site because my article was 

popping up in their searches for "Jimmy Neutron Game Codes." I removed that 

article from my site, fast! 

• Top Referrals 

Your Website most likely has sites that link to it. You can quickly see which sites 

are sending you traffic by looking at your "Top Referrals" data. This metric is 

important because it allows you to see which links are the most active as well as 

the effectiveness of your online advertising efforts. Last year, for example, I paid 

$150 for a listing in an online marketing directory. Only one person clicked 
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through from that Website — which meant I didn't renew my listing. 

• Top Domains or Robots/Spiders 

While you're analyzing your data, do a quick check to ensure the top search 

engines are visiting your site. Some analytics programs will show this 

information as "Top Domains" or "Robots/Spiders." You should see listings from 

"googlebot," "msnbot," "Inktomi Slurp" and other search engine spiders or bots. 

• Conversion Rate(s) 

What is "conversion"? It's the action you want people to take when they visit 

your Website: download a brochure or free offer, submit your "contact us" form, 

or sign up for your newsletter. For retail or consumer sites, it's the actual number 

of sales. 

To determine simple conversion rates, take the number of people who took the 

desired action and divide by the number of unique visitors, then multiply by 100. 

If 3,000 people visited your site last month and 105 of them signed up for your 

company's e-newsletter, then your visitor-to-subscriber conversion rate is 3.5%.

Measuring Search Engine Rankings

You can determine how your site is ranking in the search engines a number of different

ways. You can type your keywords into Google and Yahoo! and keep a manual listing of

where you're ranking, but this takes time. Or, you can use ranking tools, such as Web

Position Gold™ and Advanced Search Engine Ranking, to do the job for you. 

One caveat: Some SEO experts don't like these rank checking tools and frown on their

use - as does Google. Their Webmaster Guidelines state: 

Don't use unauthorized computer programs to submit pages, check rankings, 

etc. Such programs consume computing resources and violate our Terms of 

Service. Google does not recommend the use of products such as WebPosition 

Gold™ that send automatic or programmatic queries to Google. 
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When you first begin your SEO work, it does help to measure rankings for specific

keywords. Keeping track of how you rank ensures your optimization efforts are working

and yes, it is thrilling to see your site go from "We're not showing up in Google" to "Wow!

Look at that! We're number eight for Blue Thinga-ma-jigs."

However, don't be 100% tied to rankings for specific keywords. If your site is optimized

well and if you've been adding content and building inbound links, you'll find your site

ranking for all sorts of keyword iterations you hadn't considered or used when optimizing

your site.

In the end, it's all about RESULTS. If prospects are finding your site, visiting it, and

taking the desired action - that's all that matters. As Susan O'Neil of @Website Publicity

says, "Effective search engine optimization means more visibility of your pages, which

leads to more traffic, more leads, and more importantly, more sales."

Amen! 
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Part V: Questions to ask your Web
Designer and/or SEO Firm
Because you're building a Website that's friendly to people and search engines, you'll

want to find a Web designer who understands direct marketing and search engine

optimization. I interviewed two design experts, Peter Ericson, President of The Complete

Website and Chris Jaeger, President of SellMoreWeddings.com. Here is their advice on

the questions you should ask prospective designers.

DH: Peter and Chris, what are the questions people should ask prospective

designers?

Peter: First off, you want a designer who understands your business 

and marketing objectives. He or she should be pounding you with questions 

such as:

• What are your products?

• How do you sell them and to whom?

• What kind of results are you looking for?

A red flag are those designers who focus on their technology and tools such as 

their hot computers, which programs they use, and their capabilities (i.e.: Flash). 

Those are all great things to have and of course, they are important, but you 

want a designer who is focused on you, not on how cool he or she is.

Chris: It's a balance because you do want to know what their capabilities 

include. If you're going to sell products on your site, you'll want a designer 

who understands shopping carts and e-commerce. Also be sure to ask about

this person's usability expertise - you don't want someone designing your 

shopping cart who doesn't understand the pitfalls that increase abandonment 

rates (for example, asking people to register before they can complete a 

transaction lowers conversions/sales). Also ask if they specialize in SEO or SEM 

(search engine marketing/pay per click) or both. If they don't do SEO/SEM in-
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house, ask which companies they use on an outsourced basis. You'll also want 

to know if they work specifically with e-commerce companies or B2B - both of 

which have their own unique concerns and challenges. And, whether the firm 

does SEO/SEM in-house or out sources it, always ask to see results and 

references.

Peter: Ask what types of out-of-the-box solutions the designer uses. A

company like GM, for example, is going to have the bucks to design a complete 

customized Website with all sorts of back-end functions like email, host servers, 

group collaboration, Intranets, etc. Small and mid-sized businesses don't have 

this type of budget - nor do they need it because so many cost-effective 

solutions already exist. We use WebEx for group collaboration and Web 

conferencing, Constant Contact for e-newsletters, and Hitslink.com for Web 

analytics.

Chris: Peter brings up a good point. You need to determine how you'll 

keep track of results. If you're a smaller business and use a hosting service 

like GoDaddy or Earthlink, you get a basic Web analytics package, like Urchin 

[now owned by Google]. If you host your site on your own server, you'll need to 

look into getting a Web analytics tool, like WebTrends, or as Peter says, have 

your designer install a Web-based tool like Hitslink.com or Google Analytics. If 

the designer is also providing SEO or SEM, ask which reports you'll see and 

how often. 

Peter: Another question you'll want to ask involves time frame and 

scheduling. Don't expect to call a designer and say you want a site built in two

weeks. It can't be done. Websites, depending on their size and complexity, can

take three months or more. At our firm, we like to build the site in conjunction 

with the client writing the content, meaning, we don't build the site and then wait 

for content to come - because as we all know, no one has time to write content. 

[laughter]

Chris: Yep, process is important, especially for SEO/SEM. You want to ask 

the following: 
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• Do they understand and practice search engine friendly design? 

• How do they develop keyword lists? 

• What is their process for optimizing tags? Do they just do Title tags or do 

they spend the time to optimize description and keyword tags? 

• Do they optimize every page on the site or just the main section pages? 

• Will they submit your site to Google site maps? 

• Do they have ideas for building content that will lead to inbound links or is 

that up to you? 

• What if optimizing the site doesn't work - meaning, you don't see results 

after six to nine months, then what? Do they have a plan B? Will they refund 

your money? 

Peter: If a Web design firm is also heavily into SEO or SEM, I would ask to 

see a contract with details like this spelled out. For general Web design, our 

firm provides a written estimate. SEO/SEM work is much more involved - you'll 

want to get everything in writing.

Chris: Yes, and if a firm guarantees #1 listings in Google or Yahoo!, don't 

use them. No one can guarantee you anything. Search engines like Google 

update their index on a daily basis - your rankings for specific keywords can and 

will shift on a weekly - or even daily! - basis. Other red flags are firms that 

require you to pay thousands of dollars a month for a set number of months, or 

firms that seem to be offering 'great' deals on Web design or SEO. Good Web 

design and reputable SEO are not free or cheap. And be careful of SEO claims. 

One company I know of claims all their clients have high rankings - and they do. 

But after doing some research, I realized it's because they've set up a mini-

network between all the client sites [the sites all link to one another]. This is a 

definite Google no-no and can get your site banned.

Peter: I would also add that the worst thing you can do is to build a site 

and then ignore it. So many companies do that. You have to constantly add 

new content, measure your results, and then make changes based on those 

results. It takes persistence, time, and yes, money, to succeed in online 

marketing.
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Part VI: Resources
Here is my short list of books, newsletters, blogs and other resources to help you learn

more about search engine optimization and Website marketing.

BOOKS

Cashing In with Content: How Innovative Marketers Use Digital Information to Turn

Browsers into Buyers by David Meerman Scott. 

Designing Web Usability by Jakob Nielsen.

Don't Make Me Think: A Common Sense Approach to Web Usability, Second Edition by

Steve Krug.

Marketing Through Search Engine Optimization: How to be Found on the Web by 

Alex Michael and Ben Salter.

Search Engine Advertising: Buying Your Way to the Top to Increase Sales by 

Catherine Seda.

Search Engine Visibility by Shari Thurow.

Web Analytics Demystified: A Marketers Guide to Understanding How Your Website

Affects Your Business by Eric T. Peterson.

NEWSLETTERS

ClickZ Network - The ClickZ network offers dozens of newsletters on email marketing,

online marketing, and SEO and SEM.

http://www.clickz.com
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MarketingSherpa - As with ClickZ, you can subscribe to various newsletters, including

B2B and email marketing. Each week you get a case study of how in-the-trenches

marketers are generating leads and sales through email, SEO, SEM, and other

marketing tactics.

Search Engine News - A monthly paid subscription newsletter that also includes the

fabulous "Unfair Advantage Book on Winning the Search Engine Wars."

Book More Weddings - Even though I don't work with wedding vendors, I like Chris

Jaeger's newsletter because in each issue he gives his readers solid SEO and

marketing tips for increasing conversions.

BLOGS

Search Engine Watch - A blog written by the SEO experts at the Website by the same

name.

The MarCom Writer Blog - DH Communications' blog about marketing and search

engine optimization.

Matt Cutts: Gadgets, Google, and SEO - This is a great blog for practical information

about SEO and other issues from a Google insider.

CONFERENCES

Search Engine Strategies - The premier event for search engine marketing and

optimization. I attend SES every year and come away with a wealth of information.

Sessions include beginner and advanced tracks.

WebMaster World - WebmasterWorld's PubCon is an educational conference and

industry trade show programmed specifically for Web professionals and Website site owners.

http://www.pubcon.com/
http://www.searchenginestrategies.com/
http://www.mattcutts.com/blog/
http://www.marcom-writer-blog.com
http://searchenginewatch.com/
http://www.bookmoreweddings.com
http://www.searchenginehelp.com/dhcomm/
http://www.marketingsherpa.com
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REPORTS

B2B Website Usability: Design Guidelines for Converting Business Users into Leads and

Customers - With over 200 pages of tips, examples, and graphics, this report by Nielsen

Norman Group is the definitive guideline for designing a B2B site that increases

conversions. 

MarketingSherpa's Business Technology Marketing Benchmark Guide 2006 - Practical

data and numbers on which to base your software, hardware and technology services

marketing tactics.

MarketingSherpa's Search Marketing 2007 Benchmark Guide - All the practical search

marketing (PPC & SEO) data you need in one handy SEM Guide -- including

eyetracking heatmaps.

Mac McIntosh's Web Design Checklist for B2B Marketers - Mac gives you eight pages of

checklists and resources to help you make your Website pay off.

Google Webmaster Guidelines - Anytime someone says, "Did you hear the latest SEO

trick for getting rankings?" I point them to this handy document - the Google Webmaster

Guidelines. Design your site according to these recommendations and you'll never run

afoul of the Google police.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

SEMPRO - The professional organization for search engine marketing.

COMPANIES

@ Website Publicity - CEO Susan O'Neil and team focus on SEO and PPC for

consumer-based e-commerce companies such as Green Mountain Coffee Roasters,

Orvis, and Stonewall Kitchen.

http://www.websitepublicity.com/
http://www.sempo.org/home
http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=35769
http://www.sales-lead-experts.com/tips/tools/website-checklists.cfm
http://www.sherpastore.com/Search-Marketing-Benchmark-SEO-PPC.html?8930
http://www.sherpastore.com/Technology-marketing.html?8930
http://www.nngroup.com/reports/b2b
http://www.nngroup.com/reports/b2b
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The Complete Website - Peter Ericson and crew offer Website and SEO services for

small and mid-sized companies. 

Sonora DesignWorks - Jim Somers specializes in print and Web design. He and DH

Communications work jointly to provide clients with search engine and people friendly

sites.

SEO and E-MARKETING TOOLS

I use and recommend the following tools:

GoDaddy - I use GoDaddy to manage all my domains. The price is right (domain names

start at $8.95; hosting is a nominal monthly fee) and Godaddy's "Manage my Domains"

feature makes it easy to keep track of multiple URLs.

Trellian's Keyword Discovery - KeywordDiscovery compiles keyword search statistics

from over 180 search engines worldwide to create the most powerful Keyword Research

tool.

Optilink - Optilink is a nifty tool that allows you to determine which sites are linking to

yours. 

Advanced Web Ranking by Caphyon - An excellent tool for determining search engine

rankings for your site - and your competitors'.

Alexa - A free tool that shows you which sites are linking to yours and how your site

compares traffic-wise to other sites. (The data is not 100% accurate because it's based

on information gleaned from Alexa toolbar users.)

Wayback Machine - Want to know what a Website looked like a few years ago? Type the

URL into the Wayback Machine to see how a site has changed over time.

Whois - Sometimes you need to know who owns a particular domain. Whois will tell you

that information.

Google Sitemaps - Tell Google which pages on your site are available for crawling via

the sitemap tool.

Google Analytics - Get the information you need to improve conversions with Google's

free Web analytics program. It's very easy to use - you can be up and running in a day or less.

Constant Contact - It's not enough to build a Website, you also have to get prospects to

http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?pn=dhcommunications
http://www.google.com/analytics/
https://www.google.com/webmasters/sitemaps/docs/en/protocol.html
http://www.whois.com/
http://www.archive.org/index.php
http://www.alexa.com/
http://www.advancedwebranking.com/
http://www.optilinksoftware.com/home.html
http://www.keyworddiscovery.com/
http://www.godaddy.com
http://www.sonoradesignworks.com
http://www.tcwebsite.com
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visit it. One way is through email marketing. Constant Contact offers an easy-to-use

interface and a 60-day free trial.

Technorati - See what others are saying about your company in blogs by searching

Technorati's blog database.
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